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Abstract

Servers often need to collect data from clients that can be privacy-

sensitive if the server is able to associate the collected data with

a particular user. In this document we describe STAR, an efficient

and secure threshold aggregation protocol for collecting

measurements from clients by an untrusted aggregation server, while

maintaining K-anonymity guarantees.
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1. Introduction

Collecting user data is often fraught with privacy issues because

without adequate protections it is trivial for the server to learn

sensitive information about the client contributing data. Even when

the client's identity is separated from the data (for e.g. if the

client is using the [Tor] network or [OHTTP], it's possible for the

collected data to be unique enough that the user's identity is

leaked. A common solution to this problem of the measurement being

user-identifying/sensitive is to make sure that the measurement is

only revealed to the server if there are at least K clients that

have contributed the same data, thus providing K-anonymity to

participating clients. Such privacy-preserving systems are referred

to as threshold aggregation systems.

In this document we describe one such system, namely Distributed

Secret Sharing for Private Threshold Aggregation Reporting (STAR) 

[STAR], that is currently deployed in production by the [Brave]

browser.
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Aggregation Server:

Client:

Measurement:

Message:

Auxiliary Data:

2. Conventions and Definitions

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",

"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and

"OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in

BCP 14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all

capitals, as shown here.

The following terms are used:

An entity that provides some tool/software,

that would like to learn aggregated data points from their user-

base.

The entity that uses the tool.

The unencrypted, potentially-sensitive data point that

the client is asked to report.

The encrypted measurement being sent by the client.

Arbitrary data that clients may send as part of

their message, but which is not included in any security

measures.

3. System Overview

3.1. Objective

In STAR, clients generate encrypted measurements, that they send to

a single untrusted aggregation server. In a given amount of time, if

the aggregation server receives the same encrypted value from K

clients (i.e. K values), the server is able to decrypt the value.

This ensures that clients only have their measurements revealed if

they are part of a larger crowd. This allows the client to maintain

K-anonymity, when paired with mechanisms for removing client-

identifying information from their requests.

3.2. System Architecture

The overall system architecture is shown in Figure 1, where x is the

measurement and aux is auxiliary data.
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Figure 1: System Architecture

The main goal in the STAR protocol is to have the aggregation

performed by a single untrusted server, without requiring

communication with any other non-colluding entities. In order for

the aggregation to succeed, clients must send messages that are

consistent with other client messages. This requires sampling

randomness that is equivalent when clients share the same

measurement.

3.3. Randomness sampling

The randomness rand sampled for each message MUST be a deterministic

function of the measurement. Either the client MAY sample the

randomness directly by computing a randomness extractor over their

measurement, or they MAY sample it as the output of an exchange with

a separate server that implements a partially oblivious pseudorandom

function protocol [OPRF]}. We discuss both cases more throughly in 

Section 5.1.

3.4. Measurement Encryption

The client measurement encryption process involves the following

steps.

Sample 48-bytes of randomness rand deterministically from their

measurement x (as described in Section 5.1).

       Client (x, aux)                  Aggregation Server

         |                                     |

         |                                     |

         |                                     |

 sample_rand(x, epoch) => rand                 |

         |                                     |

         |                                     |

         |                                     |

 encrypt(x, aux; rand) => msg                  |

         |                                     |

         |                                     |

         |                                     |

         |---------------  msg   ------------> |

         |                                     |

         |                                     |

         |                             If Kth instance of msg,

         |                             decrypt(msg) => (x, aux)

         |                                     |

         |                                     |

         |                                     |

         |                                     |
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The client parses rand as three 16-byte chunks: r1, r2, and r3.

The client samples a share s of r1 from a K-out-of-N secret

sharing scheme based on Lagrange interpolation, such as [ADSS].

This process involves r2 as consistent randomness for generating

the coefficients for the polynomial. The client must then use

independent local randomness for determining the point at which

to evaluate the polynomial, and generate their share.

The client derives a symmetric encryption key, key, from r1.

The client encrypts the concatenation of x and aux into a

ciphertext c.

The client then generates the message to send to the server as

the tuple (c,s,r3).

3.5. Server Aggregation

The server computes the output of the aggregation by performing the

following steps.

Group client messages together depending on whether they share

the same value r3.

For any subset of client messages greater that is smaller than K:

Abort.

Otherwise:

Run secret share recovery on the set of client-received shares

s to reveal r1.

Derive key from r1.

Decrypt each ciphertext c to retrieve x and aux.

Check that each decrypted x value is equivalent.

Output x and the set of all auxiliary data.

4. Comparisons with other Systems

(for information/discussion: consider removing before publication)

4.1. Private Heavy-Hitter Discovery

STAR is similar in nature to private heavy-hitter discovery

protocols, such as Poplar [Poplar]. In such systems, the aggregation
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server reveals the set of client measurements that are shared by at

least K clients. The STAR protocol is orders of magnitude more

efficient than the Poplar approach, with respect to computational,

network-usage, and financial metrics. Therefore, STAR scales much

better for large numbers of client submissions. Moreover, STAR

allows a single untrusted server to perform the aggregation process,

as opposed to Poplar which requires two non-colluding servers.

4.2. General Aggregation

In comparison to general aggregation protocols like Prio [Prio], the

STAR protocol provides a more constrained set of functionality.

However, STAR is significantly more efficient for the threshold

aggregation functionality, requires only a single aggregation

server, and is not limited to only processing numerical data types.

5. Security Considerations

5.1. Randomness Sampling

If clients sample randomness from their measurement directly, then

security of the encryption process is dependent on the amount of

entropy in the measurement input space. In other words, it is

crucial for the privacy guarantees provided by this protocol that

the aggregation server cannot simply iterate over all possible

encrypted values and generate the K values needed to decrypt a given

client's measurement. If this requirement does not hold, then the

server can do this easily by locally evaluating the randomness

derivation process on multiple measurements.

For better security guarantees, it is RECOMMENDED that clients

sample their randomness as part of an interaction with an

independent entity (AKA randomness server) running a partially

oblivious pseudorandom function protocol. In such an exchange, the

client submits their measurement as input, and learns rand =

POPRF(sk,x;t) as the randomness, where sk is the POPRF secret key,

and t is public metadata that dictates the current epoch. Sampling

randomness in this way restricts the aggregation server to only

being able to run the previous attack as an online interaction with

the randomness server.

For further security enhancements, clients MAY sample their

randomness in epoch t and then send it to the aggregation server in 

t+1 (after the randomness server has rotated their secret key). This

prevents the aggregation server from being after receiving the

client messages, which shortens the window of the attack. In

addition, the original STAR paper [STAR] details potential

constructions of POPRF protocols that allow puncturing epoch
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[OPRF]

metadata tags, which prevents the need for the randomness server to

perform a full key rotation.

5.2. Cryptographic Choices

All encryption operations MUST be carried out using a secure

symmetric authenticated encryption scheme.

The secret sharing scheme MUST be information-theoretically

secure, and SHOULD based upon traditional K-out-of-N Shamir

secret sharing.

For functionality reasons, secret sharing operations SHOULD be

implemented in a finite field where collisions are unlikely (e.g.

of size 128-bits). This is to ensure that clients do not sample

identical shares of the same value.

Client messages MUST be sent over a secure, authenticated

channel, such as TLS.

5.3. Oblivious Submission

Clients SHOULD ensure that their message submission is detached from

their identity. This is to ensure that the aggregation server does

not learn exactly what each client submits, in the event that their

measurement is revealed. This can be achieved by having the clients

submit their messages via an [OHTTP] proxy. Note that the OHTTP

proxy and randomness server can be combined into a single entity,

since client messages are protected by a TLS connection between the

client and the aggregation server.

5.4. Leakage

Client messages immediately leak the size of the anonymity set for

each received measurement, even if the measurement is not revealed.

As long as client messages are sent via an [OHTTP] proxy, then the

leakage derived from the anonymity sets themselves is significantly

reduced.

6. IANA Considerations

This document has no IANA actions.
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